
Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1478 
(Poinsettia), Creatables: 
LR0539 (Petra’s Amaryllis), 
LR0549 (Tiny’s Holly), LR0550 
(Tiny’s Larix), LR0683 (Pine 
Branch), Text stamps: CS1028 
(Mini Labels-NL), CS1069 
(Kerstpost by Marleen), 
Distress Ink: aged mahogany, 

candied apple, gathered twigs, spiced marmalade, vintage photo, 
walnut stain, Distress Oxide Ink: peeled paint, Papicolor card: 
Kraft grey (322), Card: corrugated kraft and different shades of 
green, Stamping paper, paint: white, Craft sheet, Die cutting 
foam sheets: LR0022 (1 mm), Paper distresser, Brush, Pearls on 
a string, Polystyrene balls (1 mm), Rhinestones: CA3159 (red), 
Scoring pen, Rope, Water 
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Materials used for all cards:
Creatables: LR0742 (Tiny’s Bouquet), Die cut and embossing machine, Papicolor card Original: pearly white (930), Distress Ink: 
peeled paint, Stamping ink: black, Tools to apply ink (daubers, sponges, etc.) 
 
General instructions: 
Die cut all leaves etc. from different shades of green card. Work them with distress ink pine needles and forest moss, unless stated 
otherwise. Die cut the flowers from pearly white card and the pinecones and their branches from kraft card.
Work them with distress ink forest moss, gathered twigs, pine needles and walnut stain.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1478 
(Poinsettia), CR1496 (Forget-
Me-Nots), CR1499 (Flower Jug 
by Marleen), CR1574 (Chain 
of Snowflakes), Creatables: 
LR0539 (Petra’s Amaryllis), 
LR0550 (Tiny’s Larix), LR0683 
(Pine Branch), Text stamps: 
CS1037 (Hello Winter by 

Marleen), Distress Ink: forest moss, gathered twigs, pine 
needles, walnut stain, Pretty Paper design paper A4-pad, double-
sided: PK9172 (Frozen Winter), Papicolor card: Kraft grey (322), 
Acrylic paint: white, Paper distresser, Rhinestones: CA3136, 
Sponge 

Cut design paper into an 8 x 10.5 cm rectangle, a 4.5 x 12.5 
cm strip and a 13.5 x 13.5 cm square. Cut a 14 x 14 cm square 
from kraft. Work the edges with a paper distresser and then with 
white acrylic paint. Adhere to a 15 x 15 cm pearly white single-
fold card.
Apply white acrylic paint to the leaves, pinecones and branches 
randomly.
Die cut the flowers. Die cut the wrapping paper from kraft. Work 
it with distress ink gathered twigs and acrylic paint.  
Adhere to the card with 3D-glue as per example given and 
complete the card.

Tear corrugated kraft into a 12 x 11 cm rectangle. Use a sponge 
to apply white acrylic paint along the edges.
Cut a 13 x 13 cm square from stamping paper and make creases 
every 1.6 cm. Wipe (don’t press too hard!) the distress ink 
stamping pad over the corrugated kraft to create a streaky 
effect. Use three colours of brown distress ink. 
Apply distress oxide ink peeled paint to a craft sheet, spray with 
water and then press the stamping paper into it. Let it dry.
Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm square from stamping paper. Apply the 
same distress inks in a rotating motion. Work the edges with a 
paper distresser. Adhere the three layers together and adhere the 
rope. Adhere everything with 3D-foam to a 15 x 15 cm pearly 
white single-fold card. Die cut all parts of the flowers.
Apply white acrylic paint to the leaves, pinecones and branches 
randomly. Leave the poinsettia white. Work the amaryllis 
with distress ink aged mahogany, candied apple and spiced 
marmalade. Die cut the wrapping paper from pearly white card 
and work the edges with distress ink gathered twigs. 
Use 3D-glue to adhere all parts to the card as per example 
given. Use a brush to splash a little diluted white acrylic paint 
onto the card. Complete the card.



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1569 (Slimeline 
Distressed), Creatables: 
LR0645 (Lente text), LR0573 
(Heart pins), LR0586 (Build-
a-Tulip), Distress ink: tattered 

rose, Victorian velvet, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, 
double-sided: PK9174 (Springtime), Lace, Water

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1432 (Herbs 
& Leaves), CR1494 (Natural 
Twigs), CR1529 (Fresh 
Flowers), Craft stencil: PS8104 
(Henriette’s Background), 
Text stamps: CS1072 (Crafting 
Sentiments), Stamping paper, 
Distress ink: antique linen, 
forest moss, fossilized amber, 
gathered twigs, pine needles, 
tattered rose, tumbled glass, 
Victorian velvet, vintage 

photo, walnut stain, Papicolor card: Kraft grey (322), Craft 
sheet, Paper distresser, Water

Materials used for this card: 
Collectables: COL1503 
(Eline’s Winter Accessories), 
Craftables: CR1574 (Chain 
of Snowflakes), Creatables: 
LR0711 (Locomotive), LR0712 
(Rails), Text stamps: CS1037 
(Hello Winter by Marleen), 
Stamping ink: black, Craft 
stencil: PS8105 (Forest A4), 
Pretty Papers design paper 
A4-pad, double-sided: PB7062 
(Eline’s Sparkling Snow), 

Papicolor card: Kraft grey (322), Original pearly white (930)

Die cut a distressed Slimline card. Cut design paper into a 5.5 x 
9,5 cm rectangle and a 21 x 4 cm strip. Die cut the edges with 
the Slimline die. Cut a 8 x 5.5 cm rectangle from design paper.  
Adhere the layers to a 21 x 9.8 cm pearly white single-fold card. 
Add lace. Die cut the leaves from green card and work them with 
distress ink pine needles. Colour in the flowers with distress ink 
tattered rose and Victorian velvet and spray with water. Let it 
dry and then assemble the flowers with 3D-glue.
Die cut the wrapping paper from pearly white card.
Die cut the word Lente/Spring from pearly white card. Colour 
the text with distress ink tattered rose and Victorian velvet. Use 
3D-glue to adhere to the card as per example given.

Cut stamping paper in to a 9 x 13 cm rectangle. Colour the paper 
with distress ink antique linen and tattered rose. Apply distress 
ink Victorian velvet to a kraft sheet. Spray with water and press 
the stamping paper into the wet ink. 
Use the craft stencil to create smudges with distress ink vintage 
photo. Let it dry. Cut stamping paper in to a 10 x 14 cm 
rectangle. Colour the paper with distress ink tattered rose. Apply 
distress ink Victorian velvet to a craft sheet. Spray with water 
and press the stamping paper into the wet ink. Let it dry.
Cut stamping paper in to a 11.5 x 15.5 cm rectangle. Colour the 
paper with distress ink gathered twigs. Apply distress ink walnut 
stain to a craft sheet. Spray with water and press the stamping 
paper into the wet ink. Let it dry.
Then use distress ink walnut stain and the craft stencil to create 
darker smudges. Work the edges of the three coloured stamping 
papers with a paper distresser and matching distress ink.
Adhere the stamping paper to a 13 x 17 cm pearly white single-
fold card. Die cut all leaves and flowers. Colour in the flowers 
with different colours of distress ink.
Die cut the wrapping paper from kraft and work the edges with 
distress ink gathered twigs. Use 3D-glue to adhere all layers to 
the card and complete the card as per example given.

Cut a 11.5 x 11.5 cm rectangle from plain blue design paper. 
Adhere to a 12 x 16 cm kraft card and then to a 13 x 17 pearly 
white single-fold card. Use the craft stencil to draw three trees 
on to 13 x 17 cm pearly white card. Cut out and adhere to the 
card. Draw the inner parts of the trees on to design paper, cut 
out and adhere.
Die cut the rails from grey design paper and adhere.
Die cut the parts of the locomotive from different card and 
design paper colours and build up in 3D.
Complete the card as per example given.



Extra needed for this card: 
Creatables: LR0551 (Nature 
Star), Text stamps: CS1036 
(Hallo Winter by Marleen), 
Distress Ink: pine needles, 
Stamping ink Memento: 
cottage ivy, Soft glitter paper: 
CA3147 (mint)

Cut a 12 x 12 cm single-fold velvet card and adhere 11.5 x 11.5 
cm design paper.
Die cut the star 2x from velvet card and adhere together.
Die cut the twig from velvet card and work with distress ink and 
a blending tool. 
Die cut the parts for the meercats from kraft card and assemble.
Stamp the text with Memento ink and cut out.
Position the parts on 10.5 x 10.5 cm design paper as shown and 
then adhere to the single-fold card.

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1485 
(Numbers XL), Craftables: 
CR1360 (Basic Stitched 
Passepartout-Circles), 
CR1513 (Alphabet Journal), 
Creatables: LR0503 (Rocket), 
LR0636 (Clock), Holographic 
card, Brad

Materials used for this 
calendar page: 
Collectables: COL1474 (Eline’s 
Cute Fox), COL1487 (Eline’s 
Dog Accessories, branch 
used), COL1502 (Eline’s Artic 
Bear), COL1503 (Eline’s Winter 
Accessories), Craftables: 
CR1525 (Wood Stove by 
Marleen, fire used), 
Die cut and embossing 
machine, Eline’s Birthday 
calendar: PB7061, Card: 
blue, dark blue, dark grey, 
grey, kraft, white and black, 

Decoration paper: CA3126 (gold), Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter), 
Soft glitter paper: CA3143 (gold), Gel pen: white 

Cut an 11 x 15 cm top-fold velvet card. Make into an easel card: 
Score a horizontal line at 7.5 cm down the front flap and fold 
the end forward. This part of the card can now stand upright. 
Cut 7 x 10.5 cm design paper and adhere. 
Die cut the large circle from kraft and the dial and hands from 
holographic card. Die cut the small circle from design paper and 
adhere to the dial. Place the hands in the right position and 
adhere with a brad. Die cut the letters from kraft and adhere. 
Then position the clock on the folded card. Leave the top half of 
the clock free from tape/glue.
Die cut the parts of the meercats and assemble. Die cut the 
rocket from holographic card and adhere meercats and rocket as 
per example given. 
Adhere a 4 x 10.5 cm strip of design paper along the bottom of 
the lying card. Die cut the numbers and adhere with 3D-tape. 
The folded card can rest against the numbers.

Die cut the motifs needed from the different card colours. 
Adhere them to the calendar page. Use a gel pen to give the 
eyes and noses white accents.

Materials used for both cards:
Collectables: COL1490 (Eline’s Meercats), Die cut and embossing machine, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7062 
(Eline’s Sparkling Snow), Velvet card: white, Kraft card, Blending tool
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Cut 12 x 12 cm design paper (Autumn Whispers pad) and a 12 x 4 cm rectangle from the plain 
side. Adhere together.
Die cut the shield from the same paper pad and cut a 15 cm strip from another design to fold a 
card. Adhere to a 13 x 13 cm dark brown square.
Die cut the branches and holly leaves from two shades of green and the deer and larix from light 
brown card. Make a pretty arrangement and decide where the text is to be stamped.
Adhere the layers together and use pieces of foam tape here and there to create extra depth.
Use red rhinestones for the berries.

Cut a 12 cm strip from the short side of a sheet of design paper (paper set De Natuur in). Then cut 
off 3 cm, to create a square 12 x 12 cm card. Adhere the narrow strip on to the design paper and 
stamp the text. Die cut the pine branches and holly leaves from two shades of green card.
Die cut the larix from light brown and the deer heads from dark brown.
Work them with distress ink.
Cut a 15 x 15 cm strip of design paper from the Wood & Stone pad and use the remnant for the 
shield. Cut 12.5 x 12.5 cm dark brown design paper and layer behind the checkered paper.
Adhere the layers together on to the card using pieces of foam tape here and there to create extra 
depth.
Use red rhinestones for the berries.
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Materials used for all labels: 
Collectables: COL1442 
(Giftwrapping Deer, Star, 
Tags), Die cut and embossing 
machine, Mask stencil: PS8104 
(Henriette’s Backgrounds), 
Art Stamps: MM1631 (Kerst), 
Stamping ink Versafine: onyx 
black, Soft glitter paper: 
CA3144 (platinum), Distress 
Ink: tumbled glass, broken 
china, shabby shutters, 

bundled sage, Kraft paper: black, Watercolor paper: white, Rope: 
black-white

Die cut a number of labels from watercolor paper. Work them 
with distress ink and then work them again using the mask 
stencil. Stamp the texts and adhere the figures.
Die cut the deer from black card and the stars from soft glitter 
paper and adhere to the labels.
On the back of the labels is enough space to write a name or a 
text.
These labels are a fun way to practice distressing with different 
ink colours and using the mask stencil.

Materials used for both cards:
Collectables: COL1343 (Shield), CR1476 (Punch die-Holly), Creatables: LR0489 (Tiny’s Deer Head), LR0550 (Tiny’s Larix), LR0683 
(Tiny’s Pine Branch set), Die cut and embossing machine, Art stamps: MM1630 (Christmas), Stamping ink Versafine: onyx black, 
Distress Ink: forest moss, walnut stain, wild honey, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pads, double-sided: PK9170 (Wood & Stone) and 
PB7059 (Autumn Whispers), Paper set by Marleen: PK9176 (De natuur in), Card: light brown, medium brown and two shades of 
green, Rhinestones: CA3159 (red)


